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About This Game

Void Pyramid is a post-apocalyptic RPG set in the space-faring Egyptian empire.

In the far future, the maniacal Prime Pharaoh rules the wastelands of Earth. Any who oppose him are exiled to the Void
Pyramid. This outer space prison is populated by criminals, beasts, and mutants. No one has ever escaped, but you must try.

Void Pyramid is a completely free game with no microtransactions. It will run on nearly any computer!

Choose to be a soldier, slave, or scribe. Overcome challenges with your unique skills.

Explore the intricately designed pyramid. Each chamber is packed with foes, puzzles, traps, and treasures.

Develop your character however you want with an unusual but intuitive advancement system.

Use your brawn, wits, and agility stats to kick down doors, bend bars, hack computers, haggle with merchants, dodge
traps, scale walls, and more.

Find numerous solutions to every problem. Explore multiple paths through the pyramid. Experience alternate endings.
Fight optional bosses. Discover hidden treasures.
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Experience a unique vision of the future. In the space-faring future, the Egyptian empire has risen again. The Prime
Pharaoh’s mutant armies oppress mankind.
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Nice little game lots of fun. The exploration of the pyramid is interesting and motivating and brings some new approaches to old
concepts. While the mechanics are not very complex, most attributes and every of the few items is well-thought and has its use,
like a warp item which shortens backtracking or a radar item that allows you to sneak through passages which are heavily
populated with enemies.
The bizarre lore is made with passion and contributes to the unique atmosphere of the game.
The only downside is the combat system, which encourages you to go for a simplistic one-hit kill approach. But most combats
can be avoided, even grinding is possible without actual fighting: One "dungeon attribute" offers a chance to win an engagement
automatically, another one allows you too flee otherwise. This way you'll get money and stats passively and without even having
investested lots of attributes in the "combat" category.
The single rooms are full of details and keep you motivated. At the same time the game does not overstay its welcome. With a
playtime of ~8 hours it gives you all the time to dive into the gameplay and the atmosphere before it gets tedious or shallow.
For free game not much you can do wrong here!. Excellent minimalist RPG set within a very weird universe, somewhere
between Final Fantasy Legend and Space Funeral. The Ancient Egyptian \/ Sci-Fi atmosphere mix works very well, and
manages to be both creepy and hilarious. The writing is particularly good, and is kinda reminiscent of these weird 80s PnP RPG
manuals or Fighting Fantasy gamebooks, with MONSTER NAMES IN CAPS and an extremely serious tone applied to the most
ridiculous subjects.

Your character has three "dungeon stats" (corresponding to the classic fighter \/ mage \/ rogue archetypes) which are used
extensively through skillchecks, allowing you to explore rooms in different ways. There are optional treasures to find (which are
described in detail and are a great contribution towards world-building, in a Dark Souls kind of way), and multiple endings
(most of which being bad ends). Sadly, the combat is pretty barebones and usually amounts to spamming attack (or, when facing
bosses, the item which allows you to attack twice), although the "dungeon stats" can alter the fights in a variety of ways (by
allowing you to run away, killing the enemy instantly, or increasing the chances of a reward).

Although it's not really innovative gameplay-wise, it has that sense of wonder early 8\/16-bit RPGs had, which is kind of lost
nowadays.

+ Bizarre and fun setting
+ Excellent writing
+ Rewards exploration

- Kinda grindy
- Combat has very little tactical depth

7\/10 It's free, it's not very long, it's fun and original. Give it a go if you like old-schools RPGs and weird settings.. Played this
game on Android, and I really want to weigh in on it. As the hottest of takes, it's like System Shock 2 by way of Dragon Quest
crammed into a Zelda 1 dungeon map.

This game is pretty excellent! The combat seems initially too simple, but as the game progresses, the simple math and the small
numbers mean you know EXACTLY how screwed you are at any given moment. The map design can't be overstated, either.
Every room is crammed with stuff to find and interact with, and the constant threat of (lightning-fast) random encounters
draining your health adds tension to your exploration. The game has a very simple stat system, but the resource that upgrades
your combat performance also upgrades your exploration skills, so deciding between one more point of Defense to survive a
little longer and one more point of Agility to slide past those deadly lasers is very immediately meaningful.

Void Pyramid is just a fantastic, tightly woven experience that always offers more danger, more to explore, and a setting you
definitely have not seen before, completely free of magic forests and military bases.
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